YODA RESCUE

LAYER ONE
Getting Going:
Split your playing area up into thirds, with a much larger central area and two smaller end zones at each
side. Cone out 5 planets using green cones with red cones on top (you will need this later). Split the
students into two teams, Jedi and Sith. The Jedi Start in the small end third and the Sith start in the central
larger area.
Upon go, all players move around in the central third to become familiar with the space. Jedi can move
anywhere in all three thirds (including on planets) whereas the Sith can move in the middle
third except for the planets.
Progress to a tag based game - The Jedi must try to visit each of the 5 planets in a 1 minute round. The Sith
players try to tag the Jedi. If a Jedi is tagged, they must put their hands in the air and return to the starting
end zone before they can try again.

LAYER TWO
Capturing the Planets:
One all students are familiar with the area and tagging basics, the Jedi must now try to capture all 5 planets. In order to
capture a planet, 4 Jedi players must be on a planet at any given time. Once they have 4 Jedi players , they can begin to
switch the colour of the cones to turn the planet from red to green. Play this Layer as a time trial. How long will it take for
the Jedi to capture all 5 planets?
As before, if a Jedi is tagged, they return to the starting end zone before trying again, thus making the game continuous.
Once a Jedi player is on a planet (even if it is still red) they are safe from getting tagged and can call team mates over to try
and get 4 players on..

LAYER THREE
LightSabers and Gates:
For Layer three, the game continues as a time trial. However, two gates are added to the central planet, one at either
side. The Jedi are now only allowed to enter/exit this planet through either of the gates.
To aid in completing this now tricky task, the team of Jedi have access to 2 LightSabers (Pool Noodles) providing
they can get them first. These are positioned in a coned out area towards the back of the playing area. If a Jedi
manages to enter the LightSaber area, this acts as a safe zone.
The Jedi themselves can now battle back with their new powers and are able to tag Sith players on the body with the
LightSaber. If a Sith player is tagged they are temporarily out of the game and must run to the side of the pitch where
they stay for 10 seconds or complete a physical challenge (10 star jumps). At this point they can return to the game.
If a Jedi carrying a LightSaber is tagged by a Sith, the LightSaber must be dropped and the Jedi return to the starting
zone as before. Another Jedi may choose to try and retrieve the dropped LightSaber.

LAYER FOUR
Yoda Rescue:
For the final Layer of the game, a toy Yoda is placed in the furthest end zone.
In order to complete their task, the team of Jedi must now recapture all 5 planets before rescuing Yoda and returning
him to the starting zone. This is all played as a time trial to see how quickly it can be completed.
- When carrying Yoda, Jedi are allowed to stop and wait in any of the safe zones.
- Jedi are allowed to carry a LightSaber and Yoda at the same time if they choose.
- If a Jedi is tagged when carrying Yoda, he is dropped and placed onto the closest available planet.
Progressions to consider:
- Add/take away LightSabers
- Have more planets with gates
- Give the Sith team 2 blasters (dodgeball) as an alternative to just tagging.

